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Needed equipment for high and safe working
with rope access is relatively light compare
to scaffolding or skylift even thought rope
access equipment is made with many
articles. However those articles have to be
changed regularly as their lifetime is shorter
than scaffolding or skylift that can be used
more than ten years. Then, is working by
using rope access much better for the
environment than other ways?

Rope access equipment
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To determine if rope access can reduce environmental impacts, in a first time we have
compared those impacts with scaffolding. These methods of work are compared on two
different sites, one with a facade of 24 meters high and 4 meters long, and the second with a
facade of 48 meters high and 8 meters long. These methods require three employees, 6
hours of work for the first site and 24 hours for the second to make the cementation of the
facade concerned. However here, we compare these methods on one year corresponding to
the completion of 167 sites for the first site and 42 for the second. Concerning the transport,
we consider that it comes in average to the transport by diesel car of three workers on
40km, from the firm to the site. This hypothesis is valid for the two methods, so it doesn’t
affect the results. Here we compare rope access only with steel scaffoldings with lifetimes of
twenty years.
These methods are compared with software, it permits to know the global environmental
impact of these process through the values of eight indicators. The results are expressed in
impact equivalent to day of impact caused by an average European.

Rope Access Vs Scaffolding (1 year of work/3persons/facade:24m*4m)

During one year of work on facades of 24 meters high and 4 meters long which need three
workers, using rope access instead of scaffolding makes save environmental impact
equivalent to the impact generate by 6 days of an average European or impact of one car
driving for 1080km.
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Rope Access Vs Scaffolding (1 year of work/3persons/facade:48m*8m)

For four times bigger facades (48 meters of high and 8 meters long) which also need three
workers, using rope access instead of scaffolding makes save environmental impact
equivalent to the impact generate by 76 days of an average European or impact of one car
driving for 14 000km.
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The second part of the study is the comparison of environmental impacts between rope access and
diesel skylifts. These methods of work are compared on two different sites, one with 4

facades (Height-Wide) 11m-36m, 15m-55m, 11m-82m and 8m-80m, and the second with the same
first three facades that previously but the last facade instead of 8m of height and 80m of width we
will consider a facade of 80m of height and 8m of width. These methods require three employees

and 145 hours of work distributed on 14 days for rope access and 120 hours of work
distributed on 12 days for skylift. However here, we compare these methods on one year
corresponding to the completion of 7 sites for rope access and skylift method. Thus this year
of work corresponds to 1015 (7*145h) hours of work for rope access and 840 (7*120h) hours
for skylift method. Concerning the transport, for rope access we consider that it comes in
average to the transport by diesel car of three workers on 280km. It represents the total
distance traveled during the 14 days of work. For skylift method there is only 12 days of
work, so the transport by diesel car comes to the travel of three workers on 240km.
Moreover, we consider that the skylift is transported on site the first day of work and stays
until the job finished, so the transport comes to only 20km. These methods are also
compared with software. Here we compare rope access only with skylift with a lifetime of
thirty years.

Rope Access Vs Skylift (1 year of work/3person/work until 15m high)

About skylift, using rope access during one year instead a skylift which permit to work until
18 meters high (<3,5 tons) makes save environmental impact equivalent to the impacts
generate by 27 days of an average European or impact of one car driving for 5000km.
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Rope Access Vs Skylift (1 year of work/3person/work until 80m high)

With a bigger skylift which permit to work until 84 meters high (>3,5 tons), environmental
impact saved is equivalent to the impact generate by 147 days of an average European or
impact of one car driving for 27 200km.

Comment:
It’s the total impact (sum of production, transport, use and recycling phase) that is
equivalent to the kilometer by car driving.
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Increase the size of the facades you work on also increase environmental impact savings by
using rope access instead of scaffolding. For a façade of 24 meters high, multiply by six the
width of the façade makes impacts savings 35 times more important. In resume, the bigger is
the ratio (height/width), the more interesting is the use of rope access. In general, the bigger
is the facade you work on, the more interesting is the use of rope access.

Impacts savings for H=24 meters

Impacts savings for H=48 meters
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Rope access makes
important
environmental
Savings, between 3050% vs conventional
working
methods.
However, those savings
could be even bigger if
it was possible to
reduce impacts of rope
access
during
his
lifecycle.
It’s
Distribution of impacts for rope access
complicated to reduce
impacts created by the
production of those
articles.
But
the
transport phase of this method of work, which is the more polluting as you can see on the
diagram opposite, can be changed. It is almost only made by daily workers moves. Then, to
reduce again the environmental impact of rope access, you can limit daily moves of workers,
or use another kind of transport: train, bus or even better bike. If the workers only use bike
to go to the sites concerned, we could divide by about two the total impacts. But generally,
the reduction of transport phase is just common sense. For example, travel 300 kilometers
to work eight hours (one day) on a site or lodge workers at 50 kilometers of the site where
they will go each day during one week. Nevertheless, these acts concern the three methods
of work, because for each of them workers come on site by car. The neglect of this aspect
can have very significant repercussion on the environmental impact, leading to the increase
of impact generated.

Recycling can also be improved, we see on the diagram that his savings are low. But improve
recycling requires collection, sorting and recycling of climbing equipment. Concerning the
ropes, some procedures are already available, but the rest of equipment is very little
recycled because it’s more complicated with the many substances that compose each
article.
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Finally, it’s important to remember in the world of today we are constantly destroying little
by little our planet and where we keep consuming resources that have been produced over
millions of years, the use of rope access method instead of scaffolding or skylift could avoid a
lot of pollution and thus permanent damages on our fantastic but fragile planet. These
savings vary depending on the size of the facade, the kind of work done, the ride of the
workers, the lifetime of the products, the duration of work and other factors, but globally
rope access will be always greener than scaffolding and skylift, with sometimes savings very
important. Thus, considering the large number of sites completed every year, the savings
rapidly become significant and so avoid a lot of pollution and damages.

